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ABSTRACT A5253/C21O 

A 111m ina pOlI'der has been sliMected to high-energy explosil'e shocking causing a reduction in the particle size. Some of the 
shocked panicles sholved residllal cracks. High sfrain lel'els hare been measllred by X-ray diffraction line broadening but 
experiments designed to assess the effect of the additional strain energy on the simering behal'iour are inconclusive. 

Traitement de pOlldl'e d'allll1lininm pal' cllOC explosiJ 

De la poudre d'alumine a he soumise a un ellOC explosiJ de haute energie prol'oquant une reduction de la dimension 
des particllies. Quelques lllles des particliles exposees au choc presentaien( desftssures residllelles. Les nil'eaux de de/ormation 
Neves ont he mesures par elargissement des raies de diffraction des ra),ons X, mais des experiences destinees a etablir l'effet 
de l'energie de de/ormation sllpplementaire sur Ie comportemell! de la poudre au /rittage n'ollf pas donne de conclusions. 

Explosive Stofibe!tandiling )'On Al1l11linill11loxidplilver 

Aluminilll11oxidpllIl'er lI'urde einer hochenergetischen explosil'en Sto.flbehandlung unterwor/en mit dem Ergebnis einer 
TeilchellgrojJenl'erkleinerung. Einige der geschockten Partikel ellthielten bleibellde Risse. Hohe Velformullgsgrade konnten 
aus der Ronrgenlinielll'erbreirenll1g gemessen werden. Experimente, die den EinflujJ der zusiitzlichen Ver/ormullgsenergie 
au/ das Sinterl'erhalten zeigell sollten, waren jedoch nicht schliissig. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent investigations have shown that mechanical 
working, for example baH-milling, can introduce 
appreciable microstrains in a wide variety of powdered 
materials. I - 3 The presence of strain has been shown to 
influence the sintering activity of a powder 4 and may 
explain differences in behaviour between two apparently 
identical po\\·ders. 

It has been establi shed 5 that, to produce large strains, 
severe and prolonged milling treatments are necessary. 
Explosive shocking 6- 8 offers an alternative technique 
of inducing strain. 
BERGMAl'~ and BARRINGTON 6 studied the effects of 

explosive shocking on a range of materials including 
magnesia and alumina. They suggested that a large por
tion of the observed X-ray line broadening was caused 
by the introduction of micro-strain in the powder 
particles. HECKEL and YOUNGBLOOD 7 carried out full 
Fourier analyses of the total line broadening of the 
X-ray diffraction patterns from explosively treated 
magnesia and alumina powders. Their results confirmed 
that the broadening in these two materials is due mainly 
to strain, and to a lesser extent to reduction of crystallite 
size. 

In the present investigation ex-A1 20 3 powder has been 
chosen with which to study further the effect of high
energy explosive shocking. X-ray diffraction, electron
microscope and sintering studies have been undertaken 
to assess the effects of this treatment on the powder 
characteristics and behaviour. 

2. EXPERI~IENTAL 

2.1 Exp\osirc Shocking 

Containers were made from 3-in. lengths of I-in. 
diameter mild steel rod drilled out to form closed 
cylindrical cavities of various wall thicknesses as shown 
in Figure I. The powder was packed using a hammer and 
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punch and the capsule was closed by a screw tightened 
down on to the powder. Capsule B was wrapped with a 
single layer of sheet plastic explosive whereas capsules 
A and C were wrapped in a double layer. After detona
tion, only one of the capsules (C) could be unscrewed. 
The other two were opened by sawing off the closed end, 
as indicated in Figure 1. 

The powder could be removed from the capsules 
without great difficulty. Where the powder was in 
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FIGURE 

Capsule dimensions and sample positions. 
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